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The Approach to This Book
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Overview
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Everyone loves a good story, which is why narratives are so essential to our
curricula design. “Stories revolve around what matters to people. They are
human-centered in their essence and we are in consequence generally drawn
to them” (Denning 2009). In fact, a great narrative consists of characters we
can identify with, a sequence of events we can follow, and a problem that has
potential to reach a resolution (Gilbert, Hopkins, and Cooper 2005). Considering the growing diversity of classrooms today, narratives—found across all
cultures—are commonly used to stimulate learning (Barthes 1978; Milne 2011).
Narratives also have a tendency to connect to our everyday experiences.
When narratives are well written, readers are able to relate to the characters’
goals, obstacles, or their actions to overcome those obstacles, thus, eliciting an
emotional response in the readers (Graesser, Singer, and Trabasso 1994; Milne
2011). Milne states that “because human knowledge about these actions,
goals, events, and emotions is deeply embedded in our ways of being, we are
likely to be more responsive to reading from a narrative text than expository
one, such as the decontextualized text found in a textbook” (2011, p. 956).
Many educators mistakenly presume that narratives diminish the level
of complexity and analytical thinking expected in a middle school- or high
school–level science course. Conversely, narratives, when used correctly in a
classroom setting, should not replace abstract ideas, but rather assist students
in conceptualizing them (Denning 2009). In fact, researchers who promote
the use of storytelling argue that they “supplement [analytical thinking] by
enabling [students] to imagine new perspectives and new worlds, and [are]
ideally suited to communicating change and stimulating innovation” (Denning 2009). Furthermore, Bruner (2004) argues, “the ways of telling and the
ways of conceptualizing, [have] become so habitual that they finally become
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recipes for structuring experience itself, [and] for laying down the routes
into memory” (p. 708). Considering this habit of human nature, students
who, for a variety of reasons, have difficulty making sense of textbook- and
lecture-based jargon may benefit most from narratives. Evidently, stories do,
in fact, help students retain information for greater periods of time and better
understand concepts (Kreps-Frisch and Saunders 2008).

Role-Play
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Role-play can be an invaluable tool for teaching science concepts. What purpose does knowledge serve if our students are unable to apply it? Although
role-play comes in a variety of forms, ranging from gaming to free-play,
the labs in Diagnosis for Classroom Success tap into the simulated experience
(McSharry and Jones 2000). Students complete an array of hands-on activities, allowing them to take on the identity of working professionals. In doing
so, Craciun (2010) argues, students are not only exposed to potential science
careers, but are able to refine their communication, collaboration, and leadership skills, all of which are skills emphasized within the Common Core State
Standards.1
Although race in education is often perceived as a sensitive topic,
Ladson-Billings and Tate (1995) contend that minority groups, in particular,
have a tendency to “internalize the stereotypic images that certain elements
of society [perhaps, academic institutions] have constructed in order to maintain their power” (p. 57). Regardless of which marginalized group, whether
based on race, gender, ethnicity, economic class, or sexual orientation, roleplay aids in the diminishment of these stereotypes and helps to foster new
self-identities. In fact, role-play provides an opportunity for those who may
have otherwise been pigeonholed into stereotypical vocations to envision
themselves in alternative positions of society and empowers them to break
away from traditional or expected roles in the pursuit of science.
While role-play exhibits several classroom benefits, it is equally important
for educators to acknowledge how classroom simulations differ from the real
techniques used by professionals. Before beginning any of our workbooks,
educators should clarify that these activities and labs are merely imitations. In
this book, those imitations range from the body fluids collected from patients
to the diagnostic procedures performed. For teachers who may be interested
in showing their students a side-by-side comparison of the medical techniques
used within this book, we have provided a chart in Chapter 3 (pp. 25–27).

1. For more information on how this book relates to the Common Core State Standards, see Chapter 2.
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Pop Culture and Cultural Relevancy
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Pop culture undoubtedly infiltrates the lives of youth today. On average,
students spend a total of seven hours a day (yes, you heard us correctly!) in
front of electronic devices, including computer monitors, phones, television
screens, or headphones (Duncan-Andrade 2004). Since students embrace
these varying modalities, we, too, have embraced them into our pedagogical
approach. In fact, Howard (2003) explains that “culturally relevant pedagogy
recognizes the connection between culture and learning, and sees students’
cultural capital as an asset and not a detriment to their school success” (p.
198). Milne (2011) argues that a child’s everyday language is another aspect of
cultural identity that science educators can tap into when cultivating scientific
thinking. According to Varelas and colleagues (2008):
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[W]e believe that this is not an “either-or” issue. Learners need to be
introduced to academic Discourse (language, ideas, ways of being, acting,
and thinking) (Gee 1991), but they need to use it in ways that allow them
to bridge this Discourse with their life world Discourse and everyday
experience if they are to “own” science. (p. 67) (quoted in Milne 2011,
p. 959)
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Whether the emphasis is on technology itself, pop culture, or the life
experiences of students, we constantly strive to build on students’ strengths to
promote classroom participation through familiarity and confidence building.
Similarly, Kirkland (2003), when explaining how teachers can improve
their pedagogical approach, states that teachers need to “understand the
experiences and perspectives [students] bring to educational settings and be
responsive to the cultures of different groups in designing curriculum, learning activities, classroom climate, instructional materials and techniques, and
assessment procedures” (p. 134). Our activities, essentially, do just that, and
seek to facilitate this paradigm shift for teachers hesitant in making such a
drastic pedagogical transition in their own line of work.
We are dedicated to the development of curricula that drives student
interest through cultural relevancy. Therefore, we have made it our goal to
include multiple cultural references to motivate and engage your students.

Why This Approach?
We realize all students’ learning and life goals are different. We understand
some students within the science classroom are optimistic about pursuing
a career in science while others cannot comprehend the value in learning
science. Our curricula promote the four needs in modern science education
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as identified by The National Science Foundation’s Project Synthesis in 1978:
personal needs, societal needs, career awareness, and academic preparation
(Arieli 2007). Rather than focus science education solely on the select few pursuing higher education and careers in science, we foster individual awareness
of health and environmental issues at personal and societal levels.
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How Do We Ensure the Curriculum Covers State-Mandated
Material?
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When writing this book, we kept the following four questions in mind:
• What concepts do students need to understand?

• What story can we create to link these concepts together?
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• How can we bring pop culture and cultural relevancy into this story?
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• What activities and assessments can be used to demonstrate understanding?
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Our curriculum is aligned with the Framework2 used to develop the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and The Core Curriculum State Standards (CCSS) so that they can be easily adapted into any science classroom in
the United States. Prior to writing, we identified the science concepts covered
within each unit. Once the concepts have been determined, an engaging plot
(with pop culture references and cultural relevancy) is created that links the
concepts together through a narrative. Within that narrative, students take on
a character and engage in hands-on work either to simulate a career or to help
demonstrate their understanding. Students, therefore, have the ability to show
what they know through multiple methods including laboratory activities,
visual projects, oral presentations, written assignments, and so forth.

How Does This Approach Fit Into My Classroom Routines?
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We are fully aware the school day is structured differently for science teachers
across districts. Some teachers only have 45 minutes of face-to-face time with their
students, while others may have 90-minute blocks. These activities were designed
to supplement and simplify the work teachers currently do in their classrooms. In
fact, each chapter of this book contains “Before the Lesson,” “During the Lesson,”
and “After the Lesson” recommendations to help guide instruction, a complete list
of supplies,1 as well as a pacing chart to ease teacher preparation time.

2. At the time of writing, the Next Generation Science Standards are still being drafted. In the meantime, our curriculum
is aligned to National Academies Press’ A Framework for K–12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts,
and Core Ideas (2012).
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What Is the Best Way to Use This Teacher Edition?
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Before jumping into the labs, we suggest you review Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 lays out how the student workbook is aligned to the NGSS and CCSS,
and Chapter 3 provides you with a list of supplies required for implementing
all activities within the book. It is highly recommended that the supplies be
purchased in advance to ensure that all materials are available for use.
We also recommend you read the “Before the Lesson,” “During the Lesson,” and “After the Lesson” instructions prior to completing the lesson with
students. Written based on the experiences of other teachers, these tips will
help you avoid pitfalls, maximize student learning and ensure that lessons
run smoothly.

What if I Need Help Implementing These Lessons?
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Our lessons are designed for teachers to easily implement them in their classroom. However, in the event that a teacher needs assistance, Stylish Schooling
provides free support to teachers via email, phone, or our live support. Teachers are encouraged to visit our discussion boards online as well. Please visit
our website, www.stylishschooling.com, for more information.
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